Algorithmic skeletons offer high-level abstractions for parallel programming based on recurrent parallelism patterns. Patterns can be combined and nested into more complex parallelism behaviors. Programmers fill the skeleton patterns with the functional (business) code, which transforms the generic skeleton into a specific application. However, when the functional code generates exceptions, programmers are exposed to implementation details of the skeleton library, breaking the high-level abstraction principle. Furthermore, related parallel activities must be stopped as the exception is raised. This paper describes how to handle exceptions in algorithmic skeletons without breaking the highlevel abstractions of the programming model. We describe both the behavior of the framework in a formal way, and its implementation in Java: the Skandium Library.
Introduction
Exceptions are the traditional way of handling programming errors which alter the normal execution flow. Many programming languages provide support for exception handling such as: Ada, C++, Eiffel, Java, Ocaml, Ruby, etc.
Algorithmic skeletons (skeletons for short) are a high-level programming model for parallel and distributed computing, introduced by Cole [7]. Skeletons take advantage of recurrent programming patterns to hide the complexity of parallel and distributed applications. Starting from a basic set of patterns (skeletons), more complex patterns can be built by nesting the basic ones.
To write an application, programmers must compose skeleton patterns and fill them with the sequential blocks specific to the application. The skeleton pattern implicitly defines the parallelization, distribution, orchestration, and composition aspects, while the functional code provides the application's functional aspects (i.e. business code).
The functional code, provided by users, is likely to encounter errors and generate exceptions. The open question we address in this paper is how exceptions, raised by a business code, interact with the surrounding skeleton pattern to alter (or not) the pattern's normal execution flow. And in the worst case, how this exceptions are reported back to the parent skeleton or user, after related parallel activities are aborted.
In this paper we present an exception mechanism for an algorithmic skeleton library which blends in with the host programming language's exception handling. Furthermore, the process of unwinding the stack does not reveal unnecessary low-level details of the skeleton library implementation, but is consistent with the high-level abstractions of the programming model. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 provides a brief overview of the algorithmic skeleton programming model. Section 4 introduces the exception model. Section 5 shows how the exception model is implemented in the Skandium library, and Section 6 provides the conclusions.
Related Work
As a skeleton library we use Skandium [19, 18] , which is a multi-core reimplementation of Calcium [16], a ProActive [5] based algorithmic skeleton library. Skandium is mainly inspired by Lithium [1] and Muskel [9] frameworks developed at University of Pisa. In all of them, skeletons are provided to the programmer as a Java API. Our previous work has provided formalisms for algorithmic skeletons such as a type system for nestable parallelism patterns [6] and reduction semantics [16] . This work extends both previous formalisms.
QUAFF [10] is a recent skeleton library written in C++ and MPI. QUAFF relies on template-based meta-programming techniques to reduce runtime overheads and perform skeleton expansions and optimizations at compilation time. Skeletons can be nested and sequential functions are stateful. QUAFF takes advantage of C++ templates to generate, at compilation time, new C/MPI code. QUAFF is based on the CSP-model, where the skeleton program is described as a process network and production rules (single, serial, par, join) [11] .
Formalisms in Skil [3] provide polymorphic skeletons in C. Skil was later reimplemented as the Muesli [14] skeleton library, but instead of a subset of the C language, skeletons are offered through C++. Contrary to Skil, Muesli supports nesting of task and data parallel skeletons [15] but is limited to P 3 L's two tier approach [2] .
Exceptions are a relevant subject on parallel programming models. For example in [4] exceptions for asynchronous method calls on active objects are introduced, and [12] provides formalisms for exception management in BSML, a functional parallel language for BSP. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has focused on exception handling for algorithmic skeletons.
Regarding exception management in parallel and distributed programming, the exception handling approach proposed by Keen et al [13] for asynchronous method invocation presents similarities with our approach. In the sense that
